Halfpenny Technologies partners with Nuance
for Clinical Data Exchange Services
Robust clinical data to support Nuance
solutions and drive clinical
documentation excellence
BLUE BELL, PA, USA, December 6, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Halfpenny
Technologies, a leading provider of
clinical data exchange solutions is
pleased to announce a collaboration
with Nuance Communications, Inc.
(“Nuance”) to power Nuance clinical
documentation excellence solutions
with an expanded longitudinal view of
patient records. Nuance solutions
leverage Halfpenny Technologies
cloud-based clinical data exchange
services to ensure the right care team
members have the right clinical
information at the right moments of
care.
“We are excited to partner with
Nuance, a leader in the development
of AI-powered solutions that are
making a measurable difference in
patient care,” said Tim Kowalski,
President & CEO of Halfpenny
Technologies. “The combination of our industry-leading clinical data exchange capabilities and
Nuance’s AI-powered solutions offers the market unparalleled improvement opportunities.”
Said Michael Clark, SVP and General Manager of Provider Solutions at Nuance Communications,
“Care teams need solutions that address issues with documentation quality at the source and
help avoid the re-work that comes from inefficient processes. Timely access to the details in
patient medical records is foundational to the success of any quality improvement effort. Our
collaboration with Halfpenny Technologies makes it easy for our clients to access data in support
of their critical mission.”
About Halfpenny Technologies
Halfpenny Technologies is a leading provider of healthcare interoperability solutions enabling
meaningful clinical data exchange. Our cloud-based, fully-managed solutions provide hospitals,
labs, health plans, pharmacies, and HIEs with a secure, vendor-neutral infrastructure that
supports care coordination, care management, regulatory requirements and data analysis within
and between healthcare organizations. To learn more, visit www.halfpenny.com.
Trademark reference: Nuance and the Nuance logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of
Nuance Communications, Inc. or its affiliates in the United States and/or other countries. All

other trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners.
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